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Abstract
Automatic question generation according to an an-
swer within the given passage is useful for many
applications, such as question answering system,
dialogue system, etc. Current neural-based meth-
ods mostly take two steps which extract several
important sentences based on the candidate an-
swer through manual rules or supervised neural net-
works and then use an encoder-decoder framework
to generate questions about these sentences. These
approaches neglect the semantic relations between
the answer and the context of the whole passage
which is sometimes necessary for answering the
question. To address this problem, we propose the
Weak Supervision Enhanced Generative Network
(WeGen) which automatically discovers relevant
features of the passage given the answer span in a
weak supervised manner to improve the quality of
generated questions. More specifically, we devise a
discriminator, Relation Guider, to capture the rela-
tions between the whole passage and the associated
answer and then the Multi-Interaction mechanism
is deployed to transfer the knowledge dynamically
for our question generation system. Experiments
show the effectiveness of our method in both auto-
matic evaluations and human evaluations.
1 Introduction
Question generation based on a passage (QG for short) is a
challenging task that is described as generating a correct and
fluent question for the answer according to a piece of text
automatically. It requires thorough understanding of the con-
text, including local entities, along with semantic features and
relations in the text. Question generation task has drawn in-
creasingly attention in natural language processing recently.
Due to collections of large QA corpus [Rajpurkar et al., 2016;
Nguyen et al., 2016; Hermann et al., 2015], QG systems de-
velop rapidly and apply successfully in many other tasks such
as providing fruitful questions for question answering sys-
tems, generating exercises for students or automatically ask-
ing questions to get feedback in a conversation system [Heil-
∗Zhou Zhao is the corresponding author.
man and Smith, 2010; Du and Cardie, 2017]. However, la-
belling these datasets is expensive and usually requires moun-
tains of manual labour. Besides, there are still strong biases
[Subramanian et al., 2017] in existing QA datasets including
question types, linguistic styles and etc.
Asking questions is a universal technique to assess the
reader’s understanding of an article. Previous works tackled
question generation using rule-based or template-based meth-
ods [Heilman and Smith, 2010; Rus et al., 2010] which anal-
ysed syntactic or linguistic features and transformed the text
into questions. These approaches require human-designed
features and rules that are not efficient and hard to transfer
to a new domain. Besides, these traditional methods some-
times limit in fluent and human-like expression and cannot
capture deeper semantic representation of the sentence.
Recent methods utilize the encoder-decoder neural net-
works to generate questions of the text and achieve state-of-
the-art performances. Most of them use one or two sentences
to generate questions. [Subramanian et al., 2017] firstly ex-
tract several potential candidate phrases using a sequence-
to-sequence model and then feed these candidates into a
encoder-decoder structure with an attention mechanism. [Du
and Cardie, 2017] further encode paragraph-level information
with an additional bidirectional LSTM to enhance the sub-
task of key sentence selection and then use a global attention-
based model to generate questions. These methods only ex-
tract several sentences for generating a question which dis-
card the origin sequence of answer and necessary global in-
formation of the passage.
In this paper, we focus on end-to-end question generation
of an answer given a corresponding passage. In order to lever-
age the information of the whole passage and to generate
more answer-focused questions, we propose a novel end-to-
end framework with weak supervision labels to enhance ques-
tion generation. Different from the previous works, which
learn to train a encoder-decoder model directly, we utilize
weak supervision labels which are readily available to model
the relations of a related passage and the answer span and
then transfer the knowledge we learned to enhance question
generation system. Specifically, a discriminator called Re-
lation Guider is designed to distinguish whether the passage
could provide necessary information to reach the answer or
not. In other words, the Relation Guider aims at finding the
valuable part of the passage which is helpful for comprehend-
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ing the answer and identifying the deceptive passages that ac-
tually unnecessary for obtaining the answer. Subsequently,
we design the Dual-channel Interaction module that contains
multi-step modelling of the representation from the origin
channel and channel of Relation Guider and a control gate
to decide how much information is able to pass through from
these channels respectively. Finally, we incorporate the Re-
lation Guider and Dual-channel Interaction module into our
encoder-decoder framework to predict questions. Note that
our method is orthogonal to the lexical features enhancement
like NER, POS [Zhou et al., 2017], which can be incorporated
to further improve the performance. We conduct detailed ex-
periments to demonstrate the comparative performance of our
approach. The contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:
• We design a weak supervision based discriminator
called Relation Guider which models the answer and the
corresponding passage jointly, to capture the relations
between them and focus on the answer-related parts of
the passage.
• We propose a Dual-channel Interaction mechanism that
transfers the knowledge of the discriminator to guide the
process of question generation.
• We propose the novel end-to-end Weak Supervision En-
hanced Generative Network (WeGen) which utilizes the
Relation Guider and combines the Dual-channel Interac-
tion module into the encoder-decoder structure for ques-
tion generation system.
• We conduct our experiments on the SQuAD dataset to
examine and analyse the effectiveness of our framework
on human evaluations and achieve considerable perfor-
mance gain on all the automatic evaluation metrics.
2 Related Work
To economize manpower of generating questions, automatic
question generation are utilized for question answering sys-
tems and dialogue systems. Some early studies are based
on traditional methods that consider features of language for
question generation. [Kunichika et al., 2004] convert declar-
ative sentences into questions according to grammatical infor-
mation. [Mitkov and Ha, 2003] propose a method that uses
shallow rules and corpus of synonym to generate multiple-
choice questions. [Khullar et al., 2018] propose a syntax-
based method which leverages dependency parsing to gener-
ate elegant questions. Pronouns and Adverbs are used in their
framework and the system achieves high quality. [Flor and
Riordan, 2018] parse the text in terms of POS, NER etc, and
then process the text through the traditional pipelines to gen-
erate wh-questions and yes/no questions. [Rothe et al., 2017]
propose a statistic model that analyses syntax and probability
of question types to learn how to produce creative and human-
like questions.
To improve the quality of question generation, [Subra-
manian et al., 2017] propose a two-step framework which
extracts important phrases from the document and gener-
ates questions with an attention-based sequence-to-sequence
model. [Du and Cardie, 2017] propose a similar framework
which leverages neural model for selecting question-worthy
sentences and generates questions with an encoder-decoder
network.
Some works benefit from end-to-end neural networks in
computer vision and natural language processing. [Zhang et
al., 2017] propose a neural image question generation model
that learns image captions, image features and question types
jointly. [Duan et al., 2017] propose a retrieval-based model
with convolution neural network and a recurrent neural net-
work to obtain questions. [Du et al., 2017] propose an
sequence-to-sequence model that encodes sentence-level and
paragraph-level information. [Sun et al., 2018] propose a
neural model that considers embedding and positions of an-
swers by concatenating answer position features to generate
more relevant questions.
3 Our Approach
In this section, we firstly define the question generation task
and then propose our Weak Supervision Enhanced Genera-
tive Network(WeGen) for question generation. The architec-
ture of our model is shown in Figure 1 which mainly con-
tains four modules: (a)Relation Guider that pre-trains a novel
weak supervised discriminator to learn relation between pas-
sages and answers, (b)Encoding Module that transfer the
knowledge learned from Relation Guider to extract multi-
channel features, (c)Multi-Interaction that fuses the multi-
modal representations to capture the worthy content for the
answer, (d)Decoding Module that generates questions with
an attention-based decoder.
3.1 Problem Formulation
In the question generation task, we are given a passage
with n words P = (p1, p2, ..., pn) and an answer A =
(a1, a2, ..., am) with m words related to the passage. Our
goal is to generate a question Q¯ of an arbitrary length that
satisfies:
Q¯ = arg max
Q
P (Q|P,A) (1)
where P (Q|P,A) is the conditional log probability of the
generated question given the passage and the answer. For a
particular question, the equation is obtained as:
logP (Q|P,A) =
K∑
t=0
logP (qt|P,A, q0, ..., qt−1) (2)
where K is the length of the generated question and qt is the
t-th token of the question.
3.2 Relation Guider
In order to generating correct questions related to the an-
swers, it is important to comprehend the passages, answers
and the relation between them. We propose the Relation
Guider to encode the passages and answers and learn the rela-
tion between them with only weak supervision labels. Labels
are binary features which stand for the fact whether the an-
swer could be obtained or inferred from the current passage
or not.
In our Relation Guider, we firstly take the triplets
(answer, passage+, passage−) as input sequences, which
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Passage: Torque is the ... As a
consequence of Newton's First
Law of Motion, ... Likewise,
Newton's Second Law of
Motion can be used to ...
Answer: Newton's
Second Law of
Motion
(a)
Figure 1: The entire framework of our Weak Supervision Enhanced Generative Network.
are the answer, a supporting passage and a deceptive pas-
sage obtained from the search engine (See Details in Sec-
tion 4.1). Then each word of the triplets is represented by
pre-trained word embeddings. Due to the large amount of
data and limits of computing resources, we propose the en-
coding method using convolutional neural networks and self-
attention mechanism that support parallel computing to accel-
erate our pre-training process. Considering the lack of the lo-
cation information using convolutions and attentions, we fol-
low [Vaswani et al., 2017] to use Position Embedding which
encodes positions of tokens with sin and cos functions of dif-
ferent frequencies. The dimension of the Position Embedding
is identical to word embedding and then we sum up these two
embeddings.
Given the embeddings of the passage-answer triplets, Re-
lation Guider encodes them respectively with gated convo-
lutional neural networks and self-attention mechanism. We
stack multiple layers of the gated CNN [Dauphin et al., 2017]
and self-attention units for better modelling the representa-
tions. The weights of the same layer are shared among the
units of passages and answers while weight matrices of the
different layers are not shared. Passages and answers are en-
coded as follows:
p˜ = f([SelfAtt(p,p,p)]M + [GatedCNN(p)]N ) (3)
a˜ = f([SelfAtt(a, a, a)]M + [GatedCNN(a)]N ) (4)
(5)
where [·]M and [·]N stand for the repeat times of self-attention
and convolution unit. Each SelfAtt(·) and GatedCNN(·)
unit is wrapped with a residual mechanism, followed by a
layer-normalization function. f(·) denotes a fully connected
feed-forward layer with a ReLU activation function.
Similar to the Bi-directional Attention Flow [Seo et al.,
2016], we implement two-way attention mechanism to model
the relations between the answer and current passage and
pinpoint the important parts of the passage and attend to
representations of the answer. Firstly, the similarity matrix
S ∈ Rn×m between the passage and answer is obtained by:
Sij = W>S [p˜i; a˜j ; p˜i  a˜j ] (6)
where WS is a trainable matrix that computes the similarity
between the i-th vector p˜i of the passage and j-th vector a˜j of
the answer and [; ] is vector concatenation,  is element-wise
multiplication.
Then the representations of the passage and answer interact
in order to learn the passage-to-answer relation and answer-
to-passage relation. We attend each token of passage to to-
kens of the answer and vice versa to get the attention vector
between two tokens by:
pˆi =
∑
j Sij · a˜j (7)
aˆj =
∑
i Sij · p˜i (8)
where the similarity matrix is normalized across the row and
column when the weighted sum of i-th token and j-th token
are calculated.
To obtain the representations of two-way attention, the at-
tended vectors of P and A are combined with the previous
inputs by:
p¯i = [p˜i; pˆi; p˜i  aˆj ] (9)
a¯j = [a˜j ; aˆj ; a˜j  pˆi] (10)
After the interaction of p˜ and a˜, a feed-forward layer is
employed to obtain the relevant scores of the current positive
and negative passage-answer pairs.
s(p,a) = Sigmoid(W
(p,a)[p¯; a¯]) (11)
where p¯, a¯ denote the outputs of the interaction layer. W (p,a)
is a trainable weight matrix and s(p,a) is the relevant score of
the current passage and the answer.
We then present the Answer-Related Scoring function
learning method for judging relations between the answer
and the passage. Given the output representations of passage-
answers, we now design its loss function Lr as follows:
Lr =
∑
i,j,k∈R
max(0, c+s−(p,a)(ai, pj)−s+(p,a)(ai, pk)) (12)
where the superscript s+(p,a)(·) and s−(p,a)(·) denote the scores
of ”correct” passage-answer pair(that this answer could be
answered by the passage) and ”wrong” passage-answer pair
(that we could not obtain this answer from the passage) for
question answering. We define the hype-parameter c(0 <
c < 1) controls the margin in the loss function and R is the
set of passage-answer pairs.
3.3 Encoder-Decoder Structure
We then present the encoder of Weak Supervision Enhanced
Generative Network for input encoding. Given the sequences
of a passage-answer pair, we use the same pre-trained word
embedding in Section 3.2. As shown in Figure 1, the em-
beddings of P and A are encoded with two contextual en-
coder for which we choose bidirectional LSTM and the two
encoders share weights in our question generation system.
At the same time, the Answer-Related Encoder shown in
Figure 1(a) models the passage and answer and outputs the
answer-related passage features. Then these three contextual
representations(origin passage, answer, answer-related pas-
sage) flow in Dual-channel Interactions Module to learn vari-
ant features of relations and contextual representations. This
Module includes two channels: the original interaction path
and our transferred interaction path. The operations of two
paths are mirrored including an interaction unit modelling the
passage-answer pair and an Bi-LSTM layer further encoding
the current representations. It is worth noting that the trans-
ferred interaction unit takes the semantic features of passage
pre-trained on our Relation Guider as inputs, which is already
able to learn the relations between P and A and capture asso-
ciated information of the passage.
The operations of original interaction unit and transferred
interaction unit are identical to the bidirectional attention
block, followed by a linear layer and ReLU activation func-
tion. In the meantime, each unit including the contextual en-
coder is wrapped with residual mechanism. And then we
bind representations of origin passage and the answer, rep-
resentations of answer-aware passage and answer through
the pipelines of variant interactions for repeating K steps.
The weights of Answer-Related Encoder are fixed during our
training process.
Then we propose a control gate to integrate the knowledge
learned in the original encoder and Relation Guider dynami-
cally that is defined as:
g = σ(Wg[x;y] + bg) (13)
G = g · x+ (1− g) · y (14)
where Wg and bg are the trainable parameters and x, y sym-
bolize the representations of passage from two different chan-
nels. We define g as the control gate and G is the joint repre-
sentations of the passage. · is element-wise matrix multipli-
cation and [; ] is operation of concatenation.
During the decoding procedure, we use attention-based
LSTM decoder with copy mechanism to deal with the out-
of-vocabulary problem. The encoder attention memory is the
joint representations of the passageG. Then at each decoding
time step, the attentive results and the previous word embed-
ding are injected into our decoder unit. The attentive outputs
of the encoder are used for initializing the decoder LSTM
hidden state.
4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets
The MS MARCO dataset is a large scale dataset collected
from Bing. This dataset contains 1,010,916 questions and
8,841,823 related passages extracted from 3,563,535 web
documents. Due to a large quantity of question-answer pairs,
we are able to use MS MARCO to train our discriminator.
We notice that each question-answer pair is followed with 10
passages obtained from the search engine and some passages
are not necessary to answer the current question. We denote
these passages as negative samples and the passages that pro-
vide supporting facts for answering the question are positive
samples. Thanks to these implicit label information of the
MS MARCO dataset, we could construct our samples for pre-
training the Relation Guider as follows:
S = Set(a, p+, p−) (15)
The SQuAD dataset [Rajpurkar et al., 2016] is one of the
most influential reading comprehension datasets which con-
tains over 100k questions of 536 Wikipedia articles created
by crowd-workers and the answers are continuous spans in
the passages. Following [Du et al., 2017], we conduct our
experiments on the train and development sets which are vis-
ible for us. The whole dataset(train set and dev set) is ran-
domly divided into a training set (80%), a development set
(10%) and a test set (10%) at the article level.
4.2 Implementation Details
We extract vocabulary from the training set and keep the
45000 most frequent words for source sequence and tar-
get sequence, and other tokens are replaced by a special
@UNK@ token. The word embeddings are initialized from
GloVe [Pennington et al., 2014] pretrained embeddings and
are fixed during the training time.
For model hyperparameters, we have 4 convolutional fil-
ters with kernel size 7 for all convolutional blocks and all
the self attention blocks are Multi-head Attention [Vaswani
et al., 2017] with 8 attention heads. We adopt Adam opti-
mizer with a learning rate of 0.001, β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999
and batch size is set to 16. we train the model for a maximum
of 20 epochs and use early stopping with the patience set to 5
epochs according to the BLEU-4 score on validation set. At
the validation and test time, we use beam search with beam
size set to 5.
4.3 Baselines
• Vanilla Seq2Seq. [Sutskever et al., 2014] propose a
basic sequence-to-sequence model which encodes the
input sequence of variable length with recurrent neural
networks and decodes the target sequence. The embed-
dings of answers are concatenated into the passages rep-
resentations.
• Attention-Seq2Seq. Attention-based Seq2Seq neural
network extends the Vanilla Seq2Seq with attention
mechanism. The model reads the attentive outputs of the
encoder at every decoding step and transport the results
to the decoder unit.
• Seq2Seq+Attention+Copy Mechanism. We carefully
implemented the neural sequence-to-sequence model
with attention and copying mechanism.
• Transformer. Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017] is
a totally attention-based sequence-to-sequence model
without using RNN cells. The basic block includes a
Multi-Head Attention layer and a fully connected feed-
forward layer. A Multi-Head Attention layer contains
several attention units and the outputs of all units are
concatenated and mapped to the size of input.
4.4 Automatic Evaluation
Table 1 shows different metric scores of baselines and our
model. The experimental results reveal a number of inter-
esting points. The copy mechanism improve the results sig-
nificantly. It uses attentive read from word embedding of
sequence in encoder and selective read from location-aware
hidden states to enhance the capability of decoder and proves
effectiveness of the repeat pattern in human communication.
Transformer structure performs badly and just achieves bet-
ter results than Vanilla Seq2Seq. This suggests that the pure
attention-based models are not sufficient for question gener-
ation and the local features of sequences and the variant se-
mantic relations should be modelled more effectively.
In all cases, our WeGen achieves the best performance,
which shows that leveraging both our novel pre-trained re-
lation extractor via weak supervision labels and multiple in-
teractive generator can improve the performance of QG sys-
tem significantly. There are two novel parts of our WeGen
that play a vital role in our question generation. The Rela-
tion Guider learns semantic matching patterns between the
passages and the answers, and our Dual-channel Interaction
mechanism captures the information transferred from the Re-
lation Guider and models the variant interactions between
dual-channel representations of passages and answers, in or-
der to further enhance our encoding process. And the abla-
tion results of WeGen are obviously better than WeGen with-
Figure 2: Fluency and Accuracy
results.
Figure 3: Turing@1 Results.
out transferring knowledge in our QG system which further
proves the importance of our transfer learning module.
4.5 Human Evaluation
We introduce three human evaluation metrics to verify the
performance of baselines and our model.
• Fluency. We follow the evaluation method in machine
translation to evaluate the language fluency of gener-
ated questions. The scale is from 1 to 5 denoted as fol-
lows:(1) Incomprehensible target question, (2) Incoher-
ent target question,(3) Non-native kind of target ques-
tion, (4) Good quality target question, (5) Flawless target
question.
• Accuracy. Accuracy is designed to verify whether the
answer can be replied to the generated question or not.
It is calculated from the proportion of the correctly an-
swered questions.
• Turing@1. We propose the Turing@1 metric which
ranks all the questions generated by different models
without considering the answer from the perspective of
human-like expression as a Turing Test. It computes the
frequency that the current question from a specific model
ranks top among all the questions over the participants
via:
Turing@1 =
∑
N f(x)
N
, f(x) =
{
1 x=Ranking Top
0 Others.
(16)
where N is the number of participants.
Figure 2 and 3 shows the scores of three human evalu-
ation methods. We conduct our human evaluations on 30
participants over 100 samples from test set. Though the
amount of samples limits, we could still peek some learn-
ing patterns of different question generation methods. We-
Gen obtains the best language quality which should thanks
to multi-stage contextual modelling of text. And the re-
sults of Accuracy achieves 0.53 of our WeGen much better
than other baselines, which reveals that our WeGen could
generate more answer-related questions due to our answer-
passage Relation Guider. Figure 3 shows the proportion of
the participants that judge the question generated by a specific
model closest to human query characteristics. The WeGen
Model BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4 ROUGE-L METEOR
Vanilla Seq2Seq 17.13 8.28 4.74 2.94 18.92 7.23
Seq2Seq+Attention 17.90 9.64 5.68 3.34 19.95 8.63
Transformer 15.14 7.27 3.94 1.61 16.47 5.93
Seq2Seq+Attention+Copy 29.17 19.45 12.63 10.43 28.97 17.63
WeGen 32.65 22.14 15.86 12.03 32.36 20.25
WeGen w/o pre-training 31.14 20.26 13.87 11.25 31.04 18.42
Table 1: Comparison with other methods on SQuAD dataset. We demonstrate automatic evaluation results on BLEU 1-4, ROUGE-L,
METEOR metrics. The best performance for each column is highlighted in boldface. The WeGen without pre-training means the pipeline of
Answer-Related Encoder and Transferred Interaction module are not used and the control gate is abandoned. Refer to Section 4.4 for more
details.
Passage: Civil disobedience is usually defined as per-
taining to a citizen’s relation to the state and its laws, as
distinguished from a constitutional impasse in which
two public agencies...
Answer: constitutional impasse
Reference Question: What does not constitute as civil
disobedience?
Question from Seq2Seq+Attention: What is an ex-
ample of a party in the US?
Question from Seq2Seq+Attention+Copy: What is
the term used to describe Civil disobedience?
Question from WeGen: Civil disobedience is distin-
guished from what?
Table 2: A case from test set shows the comparison of questions
generated from baselines and our model WeGen.
obtains most Top1 times among all the models and we find
the reason that other baselines such as Seq2Seq+Attention
or Seq2Seq+Attention+Copy will repeat meaningless words
which are easily distinguished by human.
4.6 Ablation and Case Study
To study the effectiveness of pre-training, we extract
{10%, 30%, 50%, 70%} of the full training data and train We-
Gen and WeGen-without-pre-training on these different por-
tions of training data respectively. The results are demon-
strated in Figure 4.
We can find that WeGen trained on just 30% of
original training data surpasses the BLEU-4 score of
Seq2Seq+Attention+Copy trained on full training data(the
red dotted line). Meanwhile, WeGen also outperforms
WeGen-without-pre-training by 1-2 percent on 30%, 50%,
70% of training data. And it is reasonable that the perfor-
mance gained by pre-training are limited when training data
increases because the modeling capacity also increases.
Table 2 shows an example in our experiments. In
contrast to our model, Seq2Seq model proposes a ques-
tion unrelated with the passage either the answer, while
Seq2Seq+Attention+Copy model just proposes a question re-
lated to passage but incoherent with the answer. However,
our model skips the long attributive adjunct and captures the
correct relationships with verbs and subjects to propose the
reasonable question about the answer, which is similar with
Figure 4: The performance comparison of our model on variant pro-
portions of training data.
the reference in semantics.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a novel method for question
generation called Weak Supervision Enhanced Generative
Network. This approach firstly leverages the easily reachable
labels to train a discriminator for matching passage-answer
pairs, in order to capture the semantic relations between a
passage and an related answer. And then we design our ques-
tion generator with the Multi-Interaction method to transfer
the knowledge of this discriminator dynamically, in consid-
eration of obtaining more fine-grained information, such as
the answer-related part of the passage and other potential re-
lations. The experimental results show that the effectiveness
of our approach in the automatic evaluations and human eval-
uations.
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